
Examination Information & Questions.

Note: Please return your answers to this examination along with photographic evidence of your 
work to our tutors via email, info@rapunzelhairacademy.co.uk

Practical Assessment: Please install at least 2-3 rows of hair extensions per method, we need to 
see close up pictures of your work so we can see how the bonds have been installed. If you wish 
to practice taking the extensions in and out please provide us with more photographic evidence of 

your work, this can be emailed to your tutor.

If you have any questions please contact our tutors anytime, we are here to help you!

Method/s Of Hair Extensions Studied:_____________________________________

1. What tools do you need to install your extensions? 

2. Why should you not put conditioner on the bonds?

3. List at least 3 health & safety measures that you must carry out when applying hair extensions.

4. On the day of install, why should the client NOT use conditioner on the hair?

5. Why should you carry out an allergy test on every client?

6. What should your work portfolio include?

7. Why are pregnant women & people on some medications NOT suitable for hair extensions?

8. How long should you spend on a clients consultation?

9. How long should the hair extensions be left in for?

10. Why is it important to have public liability insurance.

11. During a client s consultation how to you asses the clients suitability for hair extensions?

12. What products do you recommend a client uses on their extensions?

13. What products should NOT be used on hair extensions ?

14. If a client complains of an itchy scalp, what could be the possible cause?

15. What is traction alopecia? & why should hair extensions not be fitted to someone who has this?

16. How should hair extensions be washed?

17. What is the average amount of extension for a full head fitting?



18. How do you install extensions to prevent root lift?

19. What tools are used to blend the clients own hair together with the hair extensions.

20. How would you remove the hair extensions? (for your chosen methods)

21.  If a client complains of extensions feeling uncomfortable 2 days after fitting, what should you 
advise your client?

22. What is the occipital bone?

21. If a client has a protruding occipital bone, how would you instal the extensions?

22. List some reasons why a client would not be suitable for hair extensions.

22. What is trichotillomania?

23. How long after hair extensions should a client wait to was their hair?

24. If you had a client with a case of head lice, what would you do?


